We knew it.

An inclusive economy is a prosperous economy. More people having more money is good -- for all of us. So when Donald Trump and the exclusionary elite blame a stagnant economy on immigrants, we see it for the racist dog whistle it is.

Immigration is good for our economy -- period.

SIGN IF YOU AGREE >>

It’s not just liberal do-gooder rhetoric -- immigrants give America a significant economic advantage in our global economy.

Immigrants and children of immigrants have founded some of the mainstays of the American economy -- from Apple to Amazon.

If we lose America’s immigrant population, we won’t just be losing a vital cultural force -- we’ll be losing 15% of the U.S. workforce.

We can’t let this happen. We need to tell the GOP: Immigration is GOOD for US!

1,500 economists signed a letter to Donald Trump telling him that immigration was good for the U.S. economy -- and now we’re asking you to join them:

http://go.civicaction.com/Immigration

So much for the “fiscally smart” party --

The team at Civic Action